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On hard road to 
reform, Lebanon 
needs old friends

Heavily indebted Lebanon has passed a budget
seen as a “first step” towards fixing its public
finances but still has much to do to steer the

country away from crisis. Investors are waiting to see if
Gulf Arabs will offer a lifeline that may provide some
breathing space. Lebanon has one of the world’s heav-
iest public debt burdens, after years of big budget
deficits rooted in waste, corruption, and sectarian poli-
tics. The government is now trying to put the public
finances on a more sustainable footing with a budget
to cut the deficit and a plan to fix the state-run power
sector, which bleeds funds while inflicting daily power
cuts on Lebanese.

After years of backsliding, the impetus to reform
has grown due to economic stagnation and a virtual
halt in the flow of dollars into Lebanon’s banks from
abroad. Lebanon has depended on such flows from its
diaspora to finance the current account and the state
budget deficits. The government hopes the state budget
approved by parliament last week will help confidence
by slashing the deficit. An international support group
for Lebanon, including donor states, welcomed it as “an
urgently needed first step” and urged further reforms.

But many doubt the government can meet its goals.
The IMF says this year’s deficit is likely to be well
above a targeted 7.6 percent of national output - and
donors are still waiting to see important parts of the
power plan implemented. Foreign reserves, while still
large relative to the size of the economy, have been
falling. This has led banks to launch a new bid to
attract dollars by offering 14 percent a year to deposi-
tors willing to lock up large sums for three years -
funds which the banks redeposit at the central bank for
yet higher returns.

Lebanon’s risks are reflected in the cost of insuring
its debt, which surged back to the highest of any gov-
ernment in the world after briefly easing in the wake of
parliament approving the budget on Friday, signalling
an elevated risk of default. “We believe investor malaise
towards Lebanon is unlikely to dissipate soon,” said
Yacov Arnopolin, senior portfolio manager at Pimco,
one of the world’s biggest asset managers. “While the
significantly delayed budget passage is a step in the
right direction, much remains to be done before the
country is on a sustainable trajectory,” he said. “Foreign
investors have been spooked by deposit flight.”

Bank deposits, which have grown consistently on
annual basis since the end of Lebanon’s 1975-90 civil
war, have dipped by about 1.7 percent in the first five
months of 2019. Such outflows are typically seen at
times of major shocks, such as the 2005 assassination
of former prime minister Rafik al-Hariri, economists say.

‘Small steps for a big crisis’
The budget included some politically tricky meas-

ures, such as a three-year freeze on state hiring. More
difficult ideas were torpedoed, such as a public sector
pay cut, and critics say the government also avoided
the main problem: corruption. The major deficit reduc-
tion measures include hiking tax on the interest paid
on bank deposits and government bonds, a new import
duty, and a plan to cut debt servicing, though it is not
yet clear how that will be achieved.

“It is small steps for a big crisis. We have a very dif-
ficult situation that needs drastic steps, drastic meas-
ures, and none of them are being taken,” said Sami
Gemayel, head of the Christian Kataeb Party, one of
the few parties not represented in Prime Minister Saad
Al-Hariri’s unity government. Deputy Prime Minister
Ghassan Hasbani told Reuters the budget was a good
step but fell short of what is needed. “I expect the
sense of urgency to rise over the next few months and
trigger a series of major reform activities,” he said. The
impact of these would be seen in the 2020 budget.

Hariri hopes reforms will unlock about $11 billion
pledged at a Paris conference last year to finance
investment. “We think this budget is a decent start. The
deficit will show a contraction,” a Western diplomat
said, adding: “They need to crack on with implementa-
tion of reforms but also with the 2020 budget.” A
recent IMF mission said this was “an important moment
for Lebanon” and the budget and power sector reform
plan were “very welcome first steps on a long road”. It
also noted that deposit inflows had virtually stopped
and the central bank’s foreign reserves had dropped by
around $6 billion since early 2018 despite continued
central bank operations to support them.

Investors now hope that Gulf Arab states, notably
Saudi Arabia, may offer financial backing after a dele-
gation of former Lebanese prime ministers met King
Salman. One of them, Najib Mikati, said Riyadh would
“extend a hand of support”. The Saudi ambassador to
Lebanon said the visit heralded a promising future for
ties which have been strained with the growing power
of the Iranian-backed Shi’ite Hezbollah. Saudi Arabia
has yet to spell out what it might do. — Reuters

Britain’s incoming prime minister once boasted he
could recite from heart the first hundred lines of
Homer’s Iliad in ancient Greek. Boris Johnson has

long spun political gold from his magniloquent tongue,
using what some linguists and observers describe as bom-
bastic language, esoteric vocabulary, occasional crudity
and episodes of bumbling bluster. He confects what
appears to be his unrehearsed speech with references
ranging from classical antiquity to popular British culture,
and courts popularity-enhancing controversy with the
occasional use of what are now considered British imperial
anachronisms. 

“Johnson’s use of language is often a mixture of unex-
pected metaphors or turns of phrase, hyperbole, and nos-
talgia, very often with a particularly British twist,” said
Philip Seargeant, senior lecturer in applied linguistics at
the Open University. His delivery is important, too, said
Seargeant, “because this complements the mock-heroic
turn of phrase with a sense of knowing bluster, which
imbues a slight sense of comedy into things.”

The sheer chutzpah of Johnson’s verbal flamboyance
has long been one of his hallmarks - from the debating
societies of his exclusive boarding school Eton College
and later Oxford University to his time as a young news-
paper correspondent lampooning the European project
from Brussels. As a politician, he honed his alluring oratory
as a television show celebrity and as London mayor. He
routinely upstaged leaders of the Conservative Party with
speeches at its annual conference that enraptured many
grass roots members.

A published author, his books include a biography of
his hero and British war leader Winston Churchill. He has
received £22,917 ($28,524.79) a month for a weekly col-
umn in the Telegraph newspaper. Behind the verbal acro-
batics, though, linguists sense a much more calculating use
of language.  “In the public arena he exploits at least the
following masks: the rousing orator, the affable conversa-

tionalist, and the bumbling amateur,” said Paul Chilton,
professor emeritus of Linguistics at Lancaster University.
“He knows what works an audience is to make them laugh,
and that this also masks lack of policy, unwillingness to
commit, half-truths, untruths and ignorance of facts. They
are simply irrelevant in showmanship,” said Chilton.

Johnson, 55, will become Britain’s next prime minister
after winning the leadership of the Conservative Party yes-
terday. He has said his experience as London mayor and
later as foreign secretary show he has good grasp of poli-
cy and that accusations of untruthfulness are due to
quotes being taken out of context. His use of exaggerated
analogies can trigger powerful feelings. He cast Prime
Minister Theresa May’s failed deal as giving Britain the
“status of a colony”. And, during the UK’s 2016 Brexit ref-
erendum campaign he warned that the European Union
was following the path of Adolf Hitler and Napoleon by
trying to create a European superstate.

Johnson proposed a “full British Brexit” rather than a
“bog roll Brexit”, in a reference to toilet paper. He also
once suggested that then US President Barack Obama,
whom he described as “part-Kenyan”, as nurturing an
ancestral dislike for the British empire. And, he wrote an
obscene limerick about President Tayyip Erdogan of
Turkey. In 2016, during his time as Britain’s foreign secre-
tary, Johnson said that it would take far too long for him to
apologize for the “rich thesaurus” of disobliging remarks
he’d made about world leaders over the years that were
“somehow misconstrued”.

Athens and Rome
Few modern politicians display their admiration for

ancient Greece as much as Britain’s next prime minister - full
name Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson, but commonly
referred to as simply ‘Boris’. Having studied classics at uni-
versity, Johnson knows Latin and Ancient Greek. In a recent
interview with talkRADIO, he moved, in minutes, from an

admission of making models of London buses out of card-
board boxes to being a fan of Pericles of Athens, a famous
Greek statesman and orator who lived in the 5th century BC.

“His occasional use of classical languages serves sever-
al purposes - it’s a way of claiming some sort of authority,”
said Chilton, who also noted Johnson’s penchant for classi-
cal oratorical techniques. In a speech last week to party
members during his party leadership campaign, Johnson
brandished a kipper fish and pointed to its freezer packag-
ing to ridicule the absurdity of European Union regulation.
EU law does not require such packaging. Johnson sup-
porters have said he was using the fish as an illustration.
“The kipper turn at the Conservative leadership hustings is
in fact an ancient trick of political rhetoric. Cato the Elder
is reported to have brought a bunch of fresh Carthaginian
grapes to the Roman Senate to make a political point,”
said Chilton.

‘Piccaninnies’ and ‘letterboxes’
The Johnsonian word-hoard includes phrases that have

caused offense, including referring to “piccaninnies” in the
Commonwealth, which he later apologized for. He also has
described Muslim women in burkas as looking “like letter-
boxes”. When recently asked about the comment during a
televised debate, Johnson said he was sorry for any
offence caused. As a journalist, his car reviews were
drenched in crude sexual metaphors about gearsticks,
“chicks” and even an English county “lying back and
opening her well-bred legs to be ravished by the Italian
stallion” of a Ferrari F430. Such is Johnson’s unconvention-
al success that he has been compared to US President
Donald Trump. Both have praised each other, though New
York-born Johnson uses Twitter much more modestly.
“Johnson shares some rhetorical tricks with Trump,”
attributing comments that might cause offense to other
people, said Seargeant. “This builds in a level of, albeit
very specious, deniability,” he added. — Reuters 

Trump running out
of options on Iran

US strategy on Iran is confused and Washington
seems increasingly short of options to avoid
escalation, with President Donald Trump saying

that the choice between war and diplomacy “could go
either way”. “The Trump administration is facing a fork
in the road with respect to its own policy,” said
Suzanne Maloney, a senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution. The US has “deployed an enormous
amount of pressure on Iran” and is “well prepared to
keep that in place for as long as they deem it neces-
sary,” as long as Washington “can avoid escalation and
an eruption of a military conflict,” Maloney told AFP.

Asked Monday if the US was leaning towards
negotiation or conflict, Trump did little to reassure
those who prefer the former in resolving one of the
most explosive international crises of the day. “I’m
okay either way it goes,” said the president, who has
imposed punishing sanctions on Tehran while also
repeatedly calling for dialogue. Iran has publicly
refused to take part in any talks held under pressure
and meanwhile, tensions have mounted with drones
shot down, oil tankers mysteriously attacked and
ships seized by both Tehran and US ally Britain.
According to Maloney, Iran is “trying to get a sense
of where the red lines for the administration are.”

‘Maximum risks, minimal results’ 
But so far, despite tough talk - “We are ready for

the absolute worst,” Trump said Monday - the presi-
dent has repeatedly emphasized his desire to avoid a
new US military intervention, and spoke publicly
about having called off strikes on Iran at the last
minute in June. “It makes the United States look really
feeble,” said Barbara Slavin of the Atlantic Council,
another think tank in Washington. And this creates a
dangerous situation, as incidents could continue in the
Gulf, increasing the risk of a slide toward conflict that
both sides say they want to avoid.

The problem, according to Slavin, is that Trump
painted himself into a corner last year when he pulled
the United States out of a 2015 deal with Iran aimed at
curbing its nuclear program in exchange for sanctions
relief. Iranian escalation “was predictable, especially
when the decision was made not to issue any new
waivers for Iran to export oil. It was predictable that
Iran would escalate in response,” Slavin said. Many
experts and diplomats agree: on the Iranian side, the
current tensions aim, above all, to get a little breathing
room on the economic front, because US sanctions are
pummeling the country’s economy. Reinstating some
exemptions on oil sales, or at least easing implementa-
tion of the ban, would help defuse the crisis. — AFP

Conservative MP and leadership contender Boris Johnson holds up kipper fish in plastic packaging as he speaks at the final Conservative Party leadership election hustings in
London on July 17, 2019. — AFP 

Boris’ magniloquent tongue reaps political gold

Tourism spots crack 
down as they become 
victim of own success

It is not the sheer number of tourists descending on
Venice that bothers Italian food blogger Monica
Cesarato so much as the type of visitor. Not so long

ago Venice was considered the trip of a lifetime, said
Cesarato, who runs gastronomic tours there. Visitors took
days, even weeks, to explore the City of Canals, spending
money in local restaurants and businesses. Today they pile
off cruise ships and coaches, go on whirlwind tours run by
non-locals, take umpteen selfies and buy little more than a
cheap trinket made in China.

As millions of holidaymakers head off for their summer
break, increasing numbers of popular destinations are say-
ing they cannot take much more. The Belgian city of
Bruges is cracking down on cruise ships, Paris wants to
limit coaches, Prague is fed up with beer bikes - and one
Thai beach has banned tourists altogether. While tourism
creates jobs and wealth, there is growing awareness of its
negative impacts, from environmental damage to the
destruction of neighborhoods as residents are priced out.
The problems have created a backlash, spawning anti-
tourism movements and protests from Amsterdam to Rome
and Dubrovnik, the Croatian city featured in the TV show
“Game of Thrones”.

Soaring numbers
Mass tourism took off after World War Two. Last year

there were 1.4 billion tourist arrivals, up from 25 million in
1950, according to the United Nations World Tourism
Organization, with Europe absorbing half of them. The
nation generating the most tourists is China - 143 million
trips abroad in 2017, while France and Spain receive the
most visits - more than 80 million a year. The boom is
down to a fast-expanding global middle class combined
with a proliferation of budget airlines and online travel
agents which have made travel cheap and easy. A
Londoner can fly to the south of France for less than 20
pounds ($25).

“The perception of going on holiday has shifted from
being pretty much a privilege to becoming very much a
right,” said Marina Novelli, professor of tourism and inter-
national development at the University of Brighton. She
said for decades tourism authorities and ministries have
only measured success in terms of increased visitor num-
bers. “This model no longer works and that’s probably the
most important message to get out there,” she said, warn-
ing that overcrowding and “Disneyfication” in some places
could destroy the charms that draw tourists in the first
place. “If we look at numbers only, and we don’t look in
more detail at the impact - economic, social, environmental
- we risk killing the goose that lays the golden egg.”

Cruise ships
Nowhere epitomizes the problems as much as Venice,

which attracts 30 million tourists a year to its magnificent
canals and bridges. As visitor numbers soar, the “Queen of
the Adriatic” has seen its own population plummet from
about 175,000 after World War Two to just over 50,000.
“We used to have a low season when Venetians had time
to recuperate. Now it’s all year round and Venetians don’t
get the city for themselves anymore,” Cesarato told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation. Stores like bakeries and
greengrocers and community services are vanishing as
residents bail out. “I can only just see this getting worse
and worse,” she added.

UNESCO has threatened to add Venice to its list of
endangered heritage sites, partly because of problems
with tourism. Calls to ban cruise ships from the centre of
Venice intensified this summer after one hulking liner
crashed and a second had a narrow miss. Travel experts
say cruise ships - along with other day-trippers - exacer-
bate “overtourism” because passengers increase conges-
tion while spending little locally. Several European desti-
nations including Dubrovnik, Bruges and the Greek island
of Santorini, have slapped restrictions on cruise ships.
Barcelona’s mayor has also promised action.

Rental apps
Another phenomenon fuelling anti-tourism protests is

the rise of short-stay letting platforms such as Airbnb,
which are blamed for hiking rents and changing neigh-
borhoods. With landlords able to make far more on holi-
day lets than traditional leases, housing supply has
shrunk and residents have been squeezed out. Paris has
about 60,000 homes listed on Airbnb, Amsterdam
19,600, Barcelona 18,300 and Venice 8,500, according to
Inside Airbnb, a website highlighting the company’s
impact on neighborhoods.

Cities including Palma de Mallorca, Paris, Amsterdam
and London have introduced or are discussing measures
to mitigate the impact. While overtourism is most apparent
in Europe’s historic cities, the World Travel & Tourism
Council (WTTC) warned last month that certain cities in
Asia, Latin America and Africa could be at risk if they do
not plan ahead.

Nor are problems confined to cities. Thailand closed a
beach made famous by the Leonardo DiCaprio movie “The
Beach” indefinitely last year to give its ecosystem time to
recover. The Philippines’ top holiday island of Boracay also
shut for a clean-up last year after the president raged it
had become a “cesspool” and warned of an environmental
disaster. The Indonesian island of Bali and Italian island of
Capri both banned single-use plastics this year, the latter
threatening hefty fines for violations.

Rochelle Turner, research director at the WTTC, which
represents the travel and tourism private sector, said there
was a need for more lateral thinking to disperse tourists
away from congested spots. She cited an innovative exam-
ple of a travel company that took Asian tourists to an
English farm when the canola fields were ablaze with yel-
low flowers, creating dramatic vistas. — Reuters


